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Giant Lion Simple Ring

Minimal and oh so delicate, this
14 karat gold ring is perfect for
stacking, or when worn alone
exudes understated elegance.

-14k gold - Band approx
1mm -Available in sizes
5,6, 7 -Handcrafted in USA $88

Giant Lion Ultra Delicate Memory Ring

This hand-crafted top knuckle
ring is the perfect accessory for
stacking. Simple and chic, this
14 karat gold ring will add a
touch of glamour to your
everyday life for years to come.

-14K Gold -approx. 1mm -
sizes 2.5,3, 3.5  -Handcrafted
in USA 70

Giant Lion Mini Amethyst Studs

Theses studs are the perfect
statement piece. Subtle yet
breathtaking, they are
effortlessly elegant. The organic
structure of these one of a kind
raw cluster amethyst stones are
sure to catch the eye.

-approx 6-8mm -Raw
cluster amethyst stones -
Sterling silver posts -
Handcrafted 50

Giant Lion Turquoise Studs

These raw, natural turquoise
chunks on silver posts are
simple yet striking. They will
bring a playful, vibrant pop of
color to any look. -approx 6-8mm -Turquoise 60
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Jene Despain Cosmos Hoops

With beauty of cosmic
proportions, these dainty,
deep green crystal earrings
are sure to take your look to
infinity and beyond.

-Availble in Deep
Green and light blue
Crystal -Handmade in
Brooklyn 168

Jene Despain Nova Beam Earrings

Unique and effortless, this
earring's delicate chain can
be worn with the peach
crystal against the ear or
draped to a shorter length for
a different look.

-Available in Peach
and Black Crystal -
Handmade in Brooklyn 185

Jene Despain Nova Necklace

Ethereal and modern, the
light blue crystal of the Nova
Necklace is sure to catch the
light and become a beautiful
addition to any outfit.

-Light Blue Crystal -
Handmade in Brooklyn 124

Jene Despain Astral Bar Necklace

Edgy and minimal, the Astral
Bar Necklace exudes
individuality. It's delicate gold
chain and black crystal,
cleverly bound to a striking
gold bar, is a truly one of a
kind statement.

-Avaikble in Black and
Pink Crystal.  -
Handmade in Brooklyn 142
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Kiki Koyote Query Earrings

The question mark gets a
sophisticated, minimalist
makeover with the Query
Earrings.

-14 kt golf fill -Golf
fill tubing is .75
inches long -14k
gold fill wire -
Handmade in USA 48

Kiki Koyote Rise Earrings

With the radiant energy of
a sunrise, these
effortlessly striking brass
earrings command
attention, and reflect the
beauty of now.

-Hand Cut brass
with sterling silver
posts. -Handmade
in USA 40

Kiki Koyote Revolve Earrings

These versatile earrings
can be worn at different
rotations on the ear. They
are handmade with a 14k
gold fill wire and a square
sterling silver bar within.

-14k gold fill wire
with a square
sterling bar set
within -Handemade
in USA 46

Kiki Koyote Crossroad Necklace

The Crossroad Necklace
has a beautiful semi-circle
pendent of half brass, half
sterling silver. It hangs on
a 20 inch sterling cable
chain.

-Brass and sterling
silver pendant -
Hung from 20 inch
sterling cable chain
-Handmade in USA 90
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Mvaz Jewelry Abraco Cuff

Hug is the direct translation
of the Portuguese word
Abraco. Give your wrist a
stylish hug with the Abraco
cuff. Because we all need
one now and then. ss/brass

-Measurements: 0.6 cm wide
with 1 in. adjustable opening.
Larger cuff is .65cm wide. -
Handcrafted in NYC

Brass $45, Sterling
Silver $65

Mvaz Jewelry Paz Cuff

Paz is the Portuguese word
for peace. This hand crafted
cuff promotes harmony, both
inner and outer. ss/brass

-Measuremets : 0.6 cm wide
with 1 in. adjustable opening.
Larger cuff is .65cm wide. -
Handcrafted in NYC

Brass $45, Sterling
Silver $65

Mvaz Jewelry Forca Cufff

Whether it be physical,
mental or emotional,
symbolize your strength and
your power with the Forca
Cuff. Forged with solid
sterling silver or brass, this
bracelet is handmade with
care and polished to
perfection. ss/brass

-Measurements: 0.6 cm wide
with 1 in. adjustable opening.
Larger cuff is .65cm wide -
Handcrafted in NYC

Brass $45, Sterling
Silver $65
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Still House Vesa Earring

This versatile earring contains
a champagne diamond and is
sold individually so you can
mix and match. Wear it in
multiple piercings in the same
ear or wear it in one piercing,
allowing the chain to dangle.

-Champagne diamond -Sold
individually -Made in NYC 190

Still House Tati Earrings

These minimal 14 karat gold
triangle earrings are sure to
add an understated, playful
edge to any look. -14 kt Triangle -Made in NYC 138

Still House Elli Necklace

The rectangular shape of the
Elli necklace makes a unique
statement. With it's minimal
yet innovative design, this 14
karat gold necklace is sure to
stand out from the crowd. -14 kt -Made in NYC 400

Still House Nali Earrings

Subtle and surprising, the
semi-circle silhouette of these
14k yellow gold studs are an
effortlessly cool addition to any
outfit. -14 kt Half circle -Made in NYC 138


